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Experience Tour to New Life Interactive Farm
Organic Farming is undoubtedly a trend towards green lifestyle and food production. To know more about the operation
of a farm, GLAs visited New Life Interactive Farm in Tuen Mun and learnt a lot about the crops and the planting tips. In
order to reduce the resource inputs, the farm has also built a compost area to decayed organic material used as a
fertilizer for growing plants.
GLAs have also experienced how to make a DIY soap for themselves. Through the joyful process, GLAs have experienced
how to DIY daily essentials which is also an important element of green living to reduce our dependence on unsustainable
commercial production.
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Old Tee to Tote Bag Workshop
Fast fashion has been blamed by many environmental organizations as the production process impacts on the
environment and it brings ecological footprints to the nature. Therefore, Waste Management Team organized a booth
to teach how to make a tote bag by unwanted tees during lunch time. Participants no matter guests or LWSees were
amazed that the tote bag is very easy to make and it is useful in our daily life!
Organizing this booth, the Waste Management Team hopes that they can encourage everyone to rethink when he/she is
going to discard their old clothes. Making a tote bag, donating to charity organizations, giving to your friends, there are
too many sustainable ways to settle your unwanted clothes instead of throwing them to the landfills.
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Upcycle snack wrapper to coin purse
Upcycling is also a new idea in recent years, transforming useless or unwanted products into new products, students can
not only show their creativity on making a new product, it also reduces the burden for waste settlement. Even though
the coin purse was not easy to make because GLAs spent 3 hours to do it, they were satisfied with their DIY product
which is unique among the world and it saves the planet!
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